**IntSights for Qualys**

**Automated External Threat Intelligence for Continuous Vulnerability Management**

Qualys Cloud Platform identifies vulnerabilities across complex hybrid environments, but these environments expose many more vulnerabilities and alerts than security teams can possibly address. The essential component of an effective defense is a prioritized and automated response to threats specific to your organization, which is precisely what the integration of IntSights Vulnerability Risk Analyzer™ and Qualys Cloud Platform delivers.

**Prioritized, Actionable Threat Intelligence**

Traditional CVSS scores and data from existing vulnerability management solutions lack valuable context, including hacker motivation, intentions, and readiness to exploit vulnerabilities. Most enterprises have far more vulnerabilities than they can patch at any given time, so automated prioritization of critical vulnerabilities is essential.

The IntSights integration with Qualys combines IntSights Vulnerability Risk Analyzer™ with Qualys Cloud Platform for complete visibility into assets and prioritized vulnerabilities across the enterprise. Security teams get relevant, risk-scored CVEs enriched with external threat intelligence, revolutionizing the vulnerability patch management process. This robust integration enables joint customers to instantly sync vulnerabilities from Qualys and prioritize CVE patching based on risk severity.

**Integration Overview: How It Works**

IntSights continuously pulls CVE data from Qualys Cloud Platform into the IntSights Vulnerability Risk Analyzer module. CVEs are automatically enriched with valuable context (see Vulnerability Risk Analyzer section below), eliminating the guesswork of manually determining which CVEs should be patched first.

Robust enrichment data allows users to review and filter relevant clear, deep, and dark web intelligence from specific sources and by risk score for granular CVE risk assessment. IntSights threat intelligence is gathered from dark web forums, private hacker chat rooms, paste sites, exploit repositories, configuration management databases (CMDBs), and more.

Prioritization scores are calculated by measuring several factors, including trends and findings from both non-malicious actors (security experts, IT personnel) as well as hackers and malicious actors (dark web, hacker forums, social media, etc.). Each CVE description includes a trendline showing the level of activity over time. Exploits for CVEs and the actual code snippets used to leverage the CVE are displayed, giving security practitioners visibility into how attackers exploit the vulnerability.

**Integration Benefits**

- **Visibility:** Continuously monitor all dynamic assets and associated vulnerabilities.
- **Speed:** Instantly assess risk from emerging vulnerabilities and drastically improve patching cadence.
- **Assessment:** Eliminate blind spots with expansive vulnerability coverage.
- **Productivity:** Reduce time security analysts spend searching for threats by 75%.
- **Prioritization:** Focus on the vulnerabilities that matter most.
- **Automation:** Integrate CVEs enriched with threat intelligence into existing security stack.
- **Simplification:** Rely on intuitive dashboards for centralized vulnerability management.
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IntSights Vulnerability Risk Analyzer

Instantly assess risk from emerging vulnerabilities

Vulnerability Risk Analyzer delivers real-time external threat intelligence and context surrounding organization-specific CVEs, supplemented by a proprietary risk-based prioritization score. SOC teams, security practitioners, vulnerability managers, and Operational Technology (OT) professionals can assess the external risk posed from every CVE and patch vulnerabilities based on relevance.

Features and Capabilities

- Automated risk-based CVE patching prioritization
- Accelerated patch management vs. legacy resource-intensive process
- Continuous CVE assessment for instant adjustments to ensure risk score accuracy
- Visibility into vulnerabilities being exploited in the wild and linked to adversarial campaigns targeting the organization

Watch the Vulnerability Risk Analyzer Video and read the Data Sheet to learn more.

The IntSights Advantage

Proprietary Collection

Gather intelligence from the deepest and hardest-to-reach places on the web.

Tailored Intelligence

Instantly discover threats that matter most to your business by mapping intelligence to your digital assets.

Orchestrated Mitigation

Coordinate proactive response to dismantle and block threats before they cause damage.
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Qualys Cloud Platform
Everything Visible, Everything Secure
Qualys Cloud Platform delivers continuous, always-on assessment of your global security and compliance posture, with 2-second visibility across all your IT assets, wherever they reside.

Features and Capabilities
- Immediate response to threats; no need to schedule scan windows or manage credentials for scanning
- Continuous monitoring service that enables proactive response to potential threats; real-time alerts for all new vulnerabilities
- Results in one place, in seconds, with AssetView; comprehensive visibility of assets for security and compliance teams
- No hardware to buy, install, or manage; all services accessible in the cloud via web interface

Try it for free: https://www.qualys.com/free-trial/

GET STARTED TODAY
First, integrate your Qualys Vulnerability Management cloud software account so that you can import CVEs from Qualys to the IntSights External Threat Protection suite. In the IntSights platform, select Automation > Integrations, and then click Cloud. Choose Add new device. Then name the device and select Qualys for the Device type.

Once the connection is established, IntSights will continuously pull CVEs from your Qualys instance. The integration will collect only the CVEs that are relevant to your environment, so if a CVE is patched or is no longer available, it will not be presented in the IntSights platform.

Learn more about how IntSights and Qualys can help you build a better cyber defense. Request a demo.

About IntSights
IntSights is revolutionizing cybersecurity operations with the industry’s only all-in-one external threat protection platform designed to neutralize cyberattacks outside the wire. Our unique cyber reconnaissance capabilities enable continuous monitoring of an enterprise’s external digital profile across the clear, deep, and dark web to identify emerging threats and orchestrate proactive response. Tailored threat intelligence that seamlessly integrates with security infrastructure for dynamic defense has made IntSights one of the fastest-growing cybersecurity companies in the world. IntSights has offices in Amsterdam, Boston, Dallas, New York, Singapore, Tel Aviv, and Tokyo. To learn more, visit: intsights.com or connect with us on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook.

About Qualys
Qualys, Inc. (NASDAQ: QLYS) is a pioneer and leading provider of cloud-based security and compliance solutions with over 15,700 active customers in more than 130 countries, including a majority of each of the Forbes Global 100 and Fortune 100. Qualys helps organizations streamline and consolidate their security and compliance solutions in a single platform and build security into digital transformation initiatives for greater agility, better business outcomes, and substantial cost savings.